CaG instability patterns, we screened 768 snPs from 93 of these genes. We found a variant in ERCC6 (rs2228528) associated with an expansion bias of MJD alleles. When using a gene-gene interaction model, the allele combination G-a (rs4140804-rs2972388) of RPA3-CDK7 is also associated with MJD instability in a direction-dependent manner. Interestingly, the transcription-coupled repair factor erCC6 (aka CsB), the single-strand binding protein rPa, and the CDK7 kinase part of the tFIIH transcription repair complex, have all been linked to transcriptioncoupled repair. this is the first study performed in patient samples to implicate specific modifiers of CaG instability in humans. In summary, we found variants in three transcription-coupled repair genes associated with the MJD mutation that points to distinct mechanisms of (CaG) n instability.
Introduction
Disease-associated repeats are commonly called "dynamic mutations" due to the recurrent changes in size of pathogenic/expanded alleles observed upon parent-offspring transmission (richards and sutherland 1992). Intergenerational instability is a common trait to most of the over 30 described human neurological and neuromuscular inherited repeat-associated diseases. Depending on the locus, the tendency towards expansion or contraction and magnitude achieved in male versus female lineage varies considerably (Pearson et al. 2005) . together with the biological novelty in dissecting the mechanisms of intergenerational instability, much attention has been given to this topic due to the clinical consequence of allele sizes: repeat disorders are commonly characterized by the correlation between size of expanded alleles and severity of the phenotype. therefore, repeat instability causes devastating effects, particularly when an expansion bias is observed (e.g., in Huntington disease (HD), myotonic dystrophy (DM) and most spinocerebellar ataxia's (sCas)) since it underlies the clinical phenomenon of anticipation, i.e., an earlier age-of-onset and increased disease severity in successive generations (Pearson et al. 2005) .
the high mutability of expanded alleles implies that inherited mutations occur during mitotic, meiotic and postmeiotic development of germ cells, and/or postzygotically; thus, all stage-specific Dna metabolic activities of replication, repair, and recombination may contribute to repeat instability. although sometimes contradictory and controversial, several in vitro and in vivo studies have shed some light into these complex and interdependent processes that involve both cis-elements and trans-acting factors (Kovtun and McMurray 2008; lopez Castel et al. 2010) . Indeed, there is evidence of somatic CaG instability in MJD patient tissues (Cancel et al. 1998; tanaka et al. 1996 and support for both proliferation and non-proliferative processes of CaG instability in the central nervous system (lopes-Cendes et al. 1996; takano et al. 1996) . replication and instability can be mechanistically linked through nucleases involved in Okazaki processing during lagging-strand synthesis [as shown in yeast rad27/fen 1 mutants, although not reproduced in mouse (larsen et al. 2003; van den Broek et al. 2006) or human studies (Moe et al. 2008) ], replication stalling (Krasilnikova and Mirkin 2004) and impairment during replication fork progression (Gan et al. 2011 ). In addition, other replication-associated proteins like helicases (Chan et al. 2012) , Dna polymerases (shah et al. 2012) , and ligases [as Dna ligase 1, lIG1 (lopez Castel et al. 2009 )] may participate in repeat instability, particularly in the process of repairing aberrant tracts. repair-associated mechanisms include mismatch repair (MMr), base excision repair (Ber), nucleotide excision repair (ner), and homologous-recombination repair. the MMr system is responsible for the elimination of base-base mismatches as well as insertion-deletion loops, which arise as a consequence of Dna polymerase slippage during replication and recombination. recent evidence revealed slipped-Dnas at the DM1 locus in patient tissues (axford et al. 2013 ). In the context of repeat instability, several mouse models indicate that, contrarily to expected, MMr proteins do not play a corrective role in CaG transgenes, but need instead to be functional to cause expansion mutations (Kovtun and McMurray 2001) . the most studied MsH2, MsH3, PMs2, MlH1, and MlH3 are definitively involved in repeat instability, but the exact mechanism of their action remains unclear as does their relevance to humans (ezzatizadeh et al. 2012; Pinto et al. 2013) . Ber is specialized in the detection and removal of damaged Dna bases. Ber enzymes have been shown to affect, particularly, somatic instability: OGG1 (the major Dna glycosylase in the brain involved in removing endogenous lesions from the genome) (Kovtun et al. 2007) , and aPe1 (the major endonuclease that cleaves apurinic/apyrimidinic sites) are unable to process lesions within secondary Dna structures, typical of CaG repeats (Goula et al. 2009 ). transcription-coupled nucleotide excision repair (tC-ner) is the example of a link between different pathways (lin and Wilson 2007) . Indeed, in human cells, this mechanism requires coordination of not only ner proteins (CsB, XPa, erCC1, and XPG) and a transcription factor (tFIIs), but also MMr components (MsH2/MsH3), and an e3 ubiquitin ligase (BrCa1/BarD1) (lin and Wilson 2007). Finally, homologous-recombination events can be either reciprocal (crossing over) or nonreciprocal (gene conversion) depending on whether it occurs with or without the exchange of flanks. Both imply heteroduplex intermediates formed by complementary base pairing of single strands that may be corrected by the MMr machinery. In pedigree analyses, recombination-mediated instability is more easily noticed when repeat tracts show an interrupted cassette-like configuration (Brown and Brown 2004) ; nevertheless, gene conversion has also been claimed to underlie repeat instability of some alleles in HD (Pritchard et al. 1992) , DM (O'Hoy et al. 1993) , and MJD (Mittal et al. 2005) .
In this study, we searched for modifiers of instability in the most common dominant ataxia worldwide: MachadoJoseph disease (MJD) or spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 (sCa3) (sequeiros et al. 2011) . the mutation responsible for MJD is a CaG repeat expansion in exon 10 of the ATXN3 gene (14q32.12) (Kawaguchi et al. 1994 ) (sCabase; www.scabase.eu). MJD has a variable clinical presentation, with four sub-types described according to age-of-onset and phenotype severity (Coutinho and andrade 1978; rosenberg 1983) . although this is typically a late-onset disease, patients have been described with onset between 4 and 70 years old (Carvalho et al. 2008; Coutinho 1992 ); this variability is mainly (50-80 %) explained by the (CaG) exp size (Maciel et al. 1995 (Maciel et al. , 2001 Maruyama et al. 1995; van de Warrenburg et al. 2005) . expanded alleles, usually over 61 repeats, display a mutation bias towards expansion (mainly in the paternal lineage), which reflects the importance of the intergenerational instability at the clinical level.
Here, to search for trans-acting modifiers of MJD intergenerational instability, we performed an association study to evaluate whether Dna variants in replication, repair and recombination genes modify (CaG) n instability in MJD families.
Materials and methods

subjects
We analyzed 137 patients from 61 MJD families, mostly of european (Portuguese) origin. Dna samples, previously extracted from peripheral blood, were quantified by a PicoGreen reaction done in an aBI Prism 7900Ht real-time PCr system (applied Biosystems ® ). In case of insufficient Dna for the snP genotyping (39 samples), we performed genome amplification via multiple displacement amplification (MDa) using the rePlI-g Midi Kit (Qiagen ® ). Mutational errors introduced by MDa have been reported as negligible in the analysis of biallelic markers (Jiang et al. 2005 ).
analysis of the repeat instability to uniformly assess the expanded CaG repeat size in blood samples of our 137 parent-child pairs, we performed capillary electrophoresis of amplified samples in an aBIPrism 3730 sequencer (applied Biosystems ® ) followed by GeneMapper analysis. For each transmission of the expanded allele, we determined the intergenerational repeat instability by comparing the absolute changes in (CaG) n size between patient and transmitting parent.
selection of candidate genes and snP variants
We selected a total of 93 genes known to be involved in Dna repair (MMr, Ber, and ner), replication and recombination (supplementary table s1). Diversity in these genes was assessed through snP genotyping. We started by selecting non-synonymous snPs described in enseMBl database (www.ensemble.org), and other non-synonymous variants that although rare could affect the interaction with the ATXN3 locus; these included snPs (1) within the interaction region with other repair/replication proteins, (2) within crucial protein domains, and/or (3) associated to repair efficiency. In addition, some intronic snPs were included when located (4) in splice sites, (5) in transcription factor binding sites, (6) within triplex-forming sequences, or (7) due to high minor allele frequencies in control populations to serve as tagsnPs (www.HapMap.org) (supplementary table s2). a total of 768 snPs were genotyped through the Illumina GoldenGate platform (McGill University and Genome Québec Innovation Centre). among the 768 selected snPs spread through the 93 candidate genes, in the offspring, 449 were not polymorphic in our cohort, and 83 snPs were removed because of a completion rate lower than 80 %. there remained 236 snPs in 78 candidate genes for association testing (supplementary table s2).
statistical analyses
We performed a genetic association study between the snPs and MJD instability using pedigree-based association testing. the tested endpoint was repeat size change of the deleterious allele upon transmission, which was assessed:
(1) as a continuous variable, representing the difference in size to capture the full distribution of instability; as a quantitative trait, recoding (2a) the direction (contraction, no change, expansion) and (2b) the amplitude of (CaG) n length variation (large contraction, small contraction, no change, small expansion, large expansion; small instability defined as repeat size changes lower than 2 CaGs); and (3) as a dichotomous variable (contraction versus no change; expansion versus no change). Genetic association analysis in nuclear families for snPs, haplotypes and gene-gene interactions was performed using UnPHaseD v3.1.3 (Dudbridge 2008) .
to evaluate the robustness of the findings, we tested results with the addition of covariates. We have performed univariate and multivariate analyses of (CaG) n instability in function of (1) the flanking snP-based haplotype of MJD alleles, (2) the gender of the transmitting parent, and (3) the initial repeat size (present in the blood of the transmitting parent). We first focused our approach on each variant individually, and next analyzed combinations of multiple Dna variants (both at the intragenic and intergenic levels) while considering modifier effects on instability modulated by a combination of variants on candidate genes. to determine the number of independent statistical tests and define the significance threshold for each analysis, we used the method of Gao et al. (Gao et al. 2008) to compute the M eff followed by Bonferroni correction. no adjustment was made for the different expansion coding models. the significance threshold was set to p = 0.0005. Descriptive statistics and evaluation of covariates to include in the model were carried out using the sas 9.2 software.
We assessed the MJD haplotype (Machado vs. Joseph), but in the cohort of 137 patients analyzed, we did not find a significant effect on instability; thus, this covariate was not included in further association analyses.
Results
In our 137 MJD patient-transmitting parent pairs, intergenerational instability ranged between −5 and +9 repeats. Considering large instability when repeat sizes change two or more CaGs during transmission, we found 8.7 % of large and 14.5 % of small contractions; and 23.9 % of small and 23.2 % of large expansions; repeat size was stable in 29.7 % of the transmissions (Fig. 1) .
We tested 236 snPs in 78 Dna metabolizing genes of the offspring for association with transmitted MJD CaG repeat size changes. We found association with the ERCC6 gene (excision repair cross-complementing rodent repair deficiency, complementation group 6) involved in the transmitted instability of MJD alleles in patient blood. the variant rs2228528 (nP_000115.1:p.Gly399asp) is associated with an expansion bias (p value <0.0005); patients with the GG genotype more frequently had expansions of the CaG repeat than stable transmissions (n = 53 vs. n = 26). When covariates (gender of the transmitting parent and mutational origin) were included in the binary model, the association was maintained (p = 0.0009). Functional prediction of this variant on the erCC6 protein indicated that this polymorphism is likely to be tolerated, according to sIFt (score = 1) and PolyPhen (score = 0.001); also the affected amino acid has not been identified in a critical domain of this Dna-binding protein. this result was not surprising since rather than a general repair-pathway defect (which would cause genome-wide instability), we hypothesize that specific alterations on the interaction of repair proteins with ATXN3 may result in the locus-specific repeat instability observed in MJD families. alternatively, this snP can be in lD with other variant within ERCC6 resulting in the observed expansion bias. therefore, we tested Fig. 1 Intergenerational instability in the (CaG) n size of MJD alleles, showing the full distribution (a) and instability direction (b), in paternal (black bars; n = 54) and maternal (white bars; n = 84) transmissions whether other variants from the same gene resulted in a similar instability pattern or not. By analyzing ERCC6 haplotypes with all five snPs genotyped, we found a significant association when non-synonymous snPs are included, but not in the presence of rs4253013 (the single synonymous variant genotyped). Indeed, significant bias towards expansion was observed for haplotypes with rs2228528 and any combination of one or two of the other synonymous snPs (table 1) . regarding the recombination hotspots and haplotype structure of ERCC6, assessed for the european population by the HapMap consortium, one can see that analyzed snPs are spread through different haplotype blocks. this suggests that ERCC6-dependent MJD instability is mainly associated with its larger lD block of 32 kb, although additional non-synonymous snPs (independently segregated from rs2228528 in healthy european controls) may also contribute to this effect. the fact that these variants per se do not show significant associations with instability may be explained by their weaker effect when compared to rs2228528.
next, to test the hypothesis of more than one modifier contributing in concert to CaG instability, we analyzed snPs of different genes with a pedigree-based association test for gene-gene interaction. We observed the genetic interaction between RPA3 and CDK7 genes (variants rs4140804 and rs2972388, respectively) affecting again the direction of instability during transmission of expanded MJD alleles (p = 9.4 × 10
−6
). the allelic combination G-a (RPA3-CDK7) is associated with an expansion bias (addval = 169.7) when the G-G combination (that shows the lowest correlation with expansion) has been set as reference.
the replication protein a3 (rPa3) is a trimeric singlestrand binding protein, involved in Dna replication, various processes of Dna repair and recombination (Binz et al. 2004; Oakley and Patrick 2010; Wold 1997) . In RPA3, rs4140804 is an intronic snP. the rs2972388 of cyclin-dependent kinase 7, CDK7 gene, is in high lD with the remaining snPs in this gene that are all embedded in a single haplotype block in the european population. Other snP variants of CDK7 and RPA3 may, therefore, be affecting the CDK7-rPa3 interaction that contributes to MJD instability. In the string database (http:// string-db.org), evidence of a functional link between CDK7 (ensP00000256443) and rPa3 (ensP00000223129) has been suggested, although association predicted in curated databases for this interaction harbors only a medium level of confidence (score 0.900).
Discussion
In repeat-associated disorders, the allele size is the major determinant of disease age-of-onset, progression and severity. Due to the repetitive nature of the repeat tract, the formation of unusual Dna structures during Dna replication, repair and recombination is thought to lead to repeat length mutations. Here, we found variants in genes that code for proteins involved in nucleotide excision repair (ERCC6), in transcription initiation and Dna repair (CDK7) and various Dna metabolic pathways (RPA3) associated with different instability patterns of intergenerationally transmitted expanded CaG alleles in MJD families.
Many Dna repair proteins are involved in cancer biology, with several mutations identified as the cause for cancer predisposition (Curtin 2012); in this case, sequence alterations prevent their ability to repair damaged Dna and, as a consequence, high levels of mutagenesis and tumorigenesis occur. In our study, we did not expect to find variants altering the Dna repair activity in general; otherwise, we would observe a higher risk for cancer susceptibility in patients with more MJD instability. Instead, our hypothesis is that some of the analyzed variations may alter the repair protein interaction with the ATXN3 locus, resulting in different instability patterns.
evidence for distinct mechanisms underlying the direction of instability in MJD comes from our analyses since both the rs2228528 variant within ERCC6 and the CDK7-RPA3 allele combination in the gene-gene interaction model have been shown to affect MJD instability in a direction-dependent manner. several studies with bacteria and yeast suggest different mechanisms for contraction and expansion mechanisms, although unicellular organisms differ from mammals in their propensity to contract or expand. In humans, different mechanisms underlying small and large expansions have been suggested in HD, where many small changes were detected early in paternal gametogenesis, whereas large expansions occurred during or after meiosis (Yoon et al. 2003) . In MJD, the timing of instability remains unknown; our findings gave us a hint on the pathways that may be involved in postzygotic MJD instability since we analyzed genotypes of patients inheriting the expansion. In a previous clinical study with MJD families, evidence for distinct mechanisms of contraction versus expansion came from the observation of the two MJD haplotype backgrounds preferentially associated to one or the other direction of repeat change: 75 % of contractions were observed in families carrying the Machado lineage, whereas 72 % of expansions in the worldwide spread Joseph haplotype (Martins et al. 2008) . Interestingly, the two mutational Machado and Joseph MJD lineages are yin-yang stable snP-backgrounds in which independent-origin expansions occurred. the fact that these two very distinct haplotype backgrounds of the CaG expansion are differently associated to one or other direction of MJD instability supports our hypothesis that different instability patterns may result from alterations in the repair protein interaction with the ATXN3 locus. In a transgenic mouse model of MJD, different tendencies towards contraction and expansion have been found for transmissions through female and male progenitors, respectively (silva-Fernandes et al. 2010) . Polymorphisms in CDK7 (angstadt et al. 2012; Barry et al. 2012; Cunningham et al. 2009; George Priya Doss et al. 2013; Jeon et al. 2010; li et al. 2007; Ma et al. 2011 ), ERCC6 (abbasi et al. 2009 Baas et al. 2010; Chang et al. 2009; Chiu et al. 2008; laugel et al. 2010; lin et al. 2008; Ma et al. 2009; tuo et al. 2006) and RPA (Jin et al. 2013; Michiels et al. 2007 ) have been shown to significantly associate with altered susceptibility to certain cancers, through unknown mechanisms. the functional contribution of any Dna repair gene polymorphism upon either cancer or CaG repeat instability is an area of interest, but will require considerable efforts in future research.
It is interesting that we detected significant associations of polymorphic variants of three factors each of which is involved in the same Dna repair pathway: transcriptioncoupled repair. CDK7, a part of the tFIIH complex, has been implicated in repair. Interestingly, rPa has been shown to interact with tFIIH (Compe and egly 2012; Mu et al. 1997) , providing further support for a functional implication in our observed significance association of rPa variants with CDK7 variants and MJD CaG instability. some evidence for a role of transcription in CaG instability has already been provided from model systems (nakamori et al. 2011) , as well as the involvement of several factors including CsB/erCC6. For example in a cell model harboring an integrated CaG tract, transcription through CaG repeats induces their instability and knockdown of CsB/erCC6 (a component specifically required for transcription-coupled ner) stabilizes CaG repeats against transcription-induced CaG contractions (lin and Wilson 2007) . some evidence suggests that CsB/erCC6 can protect against intergenerational and somatic expansion of CaG tracts in HD mice (Kovtun et al. 2011) . Furthermore, recent findings in a wild-type and an HD transgenic mouse model revealed differential expression of-Pcna, rpa1, Msh6, Fen1 and lig1, between the striatum and the cerebellum; tissues that are susceptible and spared to neurodegeneration and show differential levels of repeat expansions (Mason et al. 2014) . the elevated expression of these factors in the cerebellum over the striatum suggested that they may protect against the higher CaG expansions observed in the striatum. Curiously, we did not detect significant associations of polymorphisms of either MSH2 or MSH3 in MJD CaG instability, which might have been expected since several mouse models of CaG instability have shown a dependence upon MSH2 and MSH3 genes (tome et al. 2013 ). However, there has been no study using affected patients to implicate a genetic pathway.
limitations
We have presumed that the CaG size differences between the blood of the parent and that of the offspring are a reflection of the level of somatic instability ongoing in specific tissues. While this may not be the case, a detailed understanding of the somatic instability in any tissue has not been performed. Furthermore, we have assessed a potential contribution of snPs in the offspring, which can represent influences upon postzygotic instability. the full set of diploid snPs of the paternal and maternal genomes must be considered for contribution to germline instability (Pearson 2003) , an analysis that has not been performed herein. the relative contribution of Dna repair gene variations in the parental germline versus that of the offspring is not easily assessed (tome et al. 2013) . some Dna metabolizing proteins like MsH2/MsH3 affect repeat instability in all tissues equally (Manley et al. 1999; tome et al. 2013) , some uniquely affect instability in the germline, like lIG1 (tome et al. 2013) , and some affect only the neural tissues, like XPa (Hubert et al. 2011) . Our study is a step towards understanding the pathways underlying these differences, which may be further explored using animal models to answer the remaining questions. as for all genetic association studies, a replication study in a similar or ethnically distinct population would add valuable evidence to support the genetic associations reported in this study.
